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Intermec selects Gamma Solutions as a charter member of the Intermec
Printer Service Program
Australia, June 2009 – Gamma Solutions, a leading Australia mobility and data capture
systems provider, has been selected by Intermec as an Intermec Printer Service Partner.
The Intermec Printer Service Partner designation was created to recognize Intermec
Honors Partners who have a focused business practice selling Intermec printers and have
completed authorized printer service certification.
This special designation demonstrates to customers that Intermec Printer Service Partners
fully understand and support the fixed printer product market, have expertise in media
applications, and are authorized by Intermec to service those fixed printers on which they
have certified.
“Intermec is excited when our partners expand their value capabilities to Intermec users,
our IPSP program encompasses a comprehensive printer support strategy that we are
confident Gamma Solutions will deliver at a very high standard.“ commented Rick
Newman, Intermec’s Southern Region Channel Business Manager.
Gamma Solutions Qualified Service Engineers now provide knowledge in all areas of
Intermec Fixed Printers technical support and are trained and experienced in repairing
and configuring these printers.
“Gamma Solutions is delighted to announce to our customers that we are now able to
directly cover their warranty claims on selected Intermec Fixed printers." said Leo Sfinas,
National Service Manager at Gamma Solutions Pty Ltd. “
“With our own Service Repair centre now operating in Melbourne and with service
engineers located in all major Australian capital cities, the logistics are greatly improved
and we are able to provide the service to almost anyone in Australia’ continued Leo
Sfinas.

About Gamma Solutions
Gamma Solutions Pty Ltd (www.gammasolutions.com) is an Australian owned company,
based in Melbourne, with offices in Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth. Founded in
1992, the company provides all the components of a mobile computing, RFID and data
collection systems such as portable terminals, scanners, printers, wireless networks,
middleware software and implementation services. Gamma Solutions is an Intermec
Honours partner, a Cisco Select partner, an Oracle One partner, Zebra Partners first and
an LXE authorised partner. Gamma Solutions is a company committed to providing
quality, practical and flexible solutions to suit the needs of its customers
About Intermec
Intermec Inc. (NYSE:IN) develops and integrates products, services and technologies that
identify, track and manage supply chain assets and information. Core technologies
include rugged mobile computing and data collection systems, bar code printers, label
media, and RFID. The company’s products and services are used by customers in many
industries worldwide to improve the productivity, quality and responsiveness of business
operations. For more information about Intermec, visit www.intermec.com or call 800347-2636.
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